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35mm beading for single glaze.

24mm beading for 5mm+6+5mm.
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 We are proudly offering
Coloured laminated profile
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98
24mm beading for single glaze

8.5mm beading for 5mm+8+5mm

6.5mm beading for 5mm +12 + 5mm

and interlock 55mm
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Buraq UPVC Profile is a newly product in the market having distinctive features and applications. It is a novel 

and extra lightweight wood substitute being water and termite proof with high strength,  corrosion resistance 

and long life.  It is resistant to chemicals and has zero water absorption.  Its varied applications and affordable 

pricing make it the right choice for various processing in different industries. It serves to be the perfect 

material for all your indoor / outdoor windows / doors.  One of the many cool features it is best for long time 

use as it will not decay with the passage of time and remains in same new look for an extended time period 

without fading.   

Features  

 Fire Retardant 

 
Moisture and Water Proof 

 

 
Termite and Pest Proof 

 

 
Compatible with wall and other surfaces

  

 
Noise Protection

  

 
Environment Friendly

 

 

Special Note:-
 

Our valued customers’ are being informed that you are using the best quality profile (Buraq),  to get desired 

results you have to choose only best quality reinforcement /
 

hardware (which are the most compatible with 

Buraq) .  By selecting substandard reinforcement / hardware you shall not be able to get the desired results.  
 

(Reinforcement / Hardware)
 

 Reinforcements
 

are GI bended strips in different shapes “like U,C etc”.
 

These are 
inserted in the chambers of uPVC profiles to give strength to the windows.

 
These reinforcements are inserted completely in the outer frame as well as the 
moveable / openable sash to give the strength.

 
Hardware

 

is

 

also an essential part of your window and door.  Ensure to pick only the best 
quality hardware.  

 You Can dream it we can build it 
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